“The time has come,” He said.

What else did Jesus tell the people of Galilee?
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Find these letters in the picture below.

W I L D E R N E S S

The Temptation of Jesus

After Jesus’ baptism, the Spirit sent Him out into the wilderness.
Jesus was in the wilderness 40 days, being tempted by Satan.

Use the code to write the letters in the blanks, and continue reading the story.

Then Jesus went into a certain land, proclaiming the good news of God.

Add or subtract the given letter from each word, keeping the rest of the letters in the same order. Write the new words in the boxes. Read the letters in the darker boxes from top to bottom to get the answer.

What was the name of the land where Jesus traveled?

OLD + G =

SPARED – D =

LAME + F =

POINT – O =

PIES + L =

SPEED – P =

BED + A =